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(AW) and ~~e :;:~rnai r:~:ti!:Si:~;!:l!~i;z;~i::{L~)·a~ee ~!r::t~~t~~ir::tc .~:~r: 
subsurface salinity minimum and the subsurface salinity maximum, respectively. These are 
definitions of extrema points on a profile and, therefore, are inadequate for any quantitative 

~~::~:: ili~:e a!!~~~~:: ~~~ii: :oa:ar :~:::1;ra~de i:~~~f:!rfy?t~~ib~:dcrhvr~~at~i:t 
the basin, and in this respect salinity prolles from different parts of the basjn can ~iffer 
significantly from each other. FinallL, there is conclusive evidence of patches or pockets of those 

b~in!rd!~! M:din:::::~~d (~~;. HlCiff C: :f. ~98s~nok~0Ye:t~i~e1989):~~ ::tid:dth! 
Mediterranean in the Atlantic Ocean (e.g. ARMI and ZENK 1984, ARMJ et al. 1989}. 

The MC series of cruises, a series of twenty cruises carried out in the southeastern 
Levan tine basin at relatively short intervals over a teriod of five years, presents us with the 

lFJttZd~~:: ~}tethep!~i~~j~:er:11~win~n~:t: ~t~:~rui:r:;!s;1:at! a~dJ~~;:~:r 
r:~;::~::r~f :!dS:att:ttr :~?ii:;, F:;r:etti\~a::ui~~~:i~i;:fii:s~~~~~ed 1~!n:tr;0Pe~i 
averages of the measure:/" temperatures and salinities for all the cruises or for a particular cruise, 
respectively (HECHT et al. 1988). 

The limits of the AW and LlW layers were determined on the dimat.ological salinity 

b~~r~lu~yt~:r~~~~c~:~;:!~:f !re~t:~: t~~tli~u~~\t,m/3J~~~ o~~:;;aa~dl:S atil~~C:;!eti!~ 
standard deviation for the LIW (38.97-0.05). While the definition of the IJW resulted in what 
may be considered a reasonable value, the layer defined as AW appeared to overlap the LIW 
layer. One can find some arbitrary solution for the AW definition problem, such as using the 
upper boundary of the LIW as the lower boundary of the AW. Obviously, this kind of definition 

~~~ili~11o~:~v:~i:;~a:~:~:~ ::Jjit~n=~~r;tll:cii::~1:gi:f &rt:::::. ~ii:r!:r:! 
a temperature associated with these particular water masses. 

At the straits of Gibraltar, Sicily, and Dardanelles, the ingressing as well as the 

:rde~cg~~TOaNs8.?t0~: 1!~~il~~~~;::t ~:~~!riAv:!g;~~ t~~~:~;:; 
within the basin as well. In order to obtain some information on temporal variations, one can 
determine the salinity extrema and the respective standard deviations on eac_h of the cruise 
profiles. A few of the cruise average salinity profiles did not yield a clearly identifiable 
extremum of one kind or another. In particular, the MC21 of December 1982 did not seem to have 
either a minimum or a maximum salinity. An attempt to investigate seasonal variations by 
depicting those values on a compressed time series of cruise average salinity profiles (i.e. cruise 

f;:~;~~J:;i~/ibf~!~ei~ ~ic1[~e;c:~~e:~:dt::pe~ ~~:s1:itinu:~t~:!i J:~ 
as far as the AW is concerned (a deeper and narrower layer as the year progresses), but random 
fluctuations with respect to the LIW. 

Therefore the cruise salinity average profiles were restored to their original 

!tifl~~!:~dr~ebeT:~:p~: :n°J ili:ia~t:~:~eer i~~=ilie 0ennr~r\h~a;~~. 0 ~!;e!!.i ::a~ 
February 1979 (MCll) and until November 1981 (MC19), the LIW appeared to be at an almost 
constant level (271 ±7 dbars) with an average of38,95±0.02. In May 1982 (MC20), we observe a 
decrease in the level of the salinity maximum, and in December 1982 (MC21), we could not find 
either a minimum or a maximum on the cruise average salinity profile. Foilowing that. the 
salinity maximum level is Jess constant and at a shallower depth (187 ± 0.30 dbars) and has a 
higher value (39.02 ±0.02). 

For the sake of comparison, the overall average of the salinity maxima is 38.98±0.04 

:~i ~hhea~~:rt~! ~~~~~~~yo;;~~i~!~s~r~~e~t:~~d ~;;tsi; j;ef:r:~g ~:; ::bm~r 1xr~1sa:~ri 
f n~;;i ;trr D~~ir:~ti:~c~;~f ::~r ~~iii::,p w:};~~t[h~et~:~!~~~~nse:i?nf:i~sc~~1!! toioi~~~~ 
were completely stable {e.g. 38.70±0.02, 38.68 ±0.01 and 38.676±0,009 at 1000, 1500 and 2000 
dbars, respectively). 

As to the reasons for this change, one may well remember that the winter of 1982-
1983 was the onset of one of the largest El-Nino events of the last century. Its repercussions were 
felt all over the world, and some of its effects may have reached as far as the eastern 
Mediterranean. Indeed, in retrospect, we already observed some anomalous behavior of the 
salinity in the May 1982 cruise (MC20) and more intensive in the December 1983 cruise, after 
which the salinity seems to return to "normal" behavior. However we have no explanation to 
connect the events. On the other hand, the continuous diversion of fresh waters from the 
Mediterranean basin, e.g. the damming of the Nile which, according to OREN and HORNUNG 
(1972), has already affected the coastal waters of Israel, is expected to change the water 
exchange regime between the Mediterranean, the Atlantic and the Black Sea (NOF 1979). 
Finally, some changes in the previously "stable" characteristics of the Mediterranean waters 
were observed in the western basin and linked to possible climate changes (LACOMBE et al. 
1985, CHARNOCK 1989). In particular, LACOMBE et al. (1985) suspect a change in the LIW 
and suggest their close monitoring. 
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